Zhou Li Appointed to Deputy Director of Belt and
Road Working Committee under CUICC

In May 2021, Ms. Zhou Li was officially appointed to Deputy Director
of Belt and Road Working Committee under the All-China
Federation

of

Industry

&

Commerce

Chamber

of

Urban

Infrastructure. The main responsibilities of this position are to
participate in relevant research on Belt and Road international
cooperation; in policy implementation, strategic planning and major
cooperation networking; and in foreign cooperation, talent training,
communication and publicity. This appointment recognized Ms Zhou
Li’s efforts and contribution to the Belt and Road international
cooperation. It also implied an expectation of realizing a high-quality,
high-standard and high-level development.

Founded in 2007, the China Urban Infrastructure Chamber of
Commerce (CUICC) is a legal national level association registered
with the Ministry of Civil Affairs under the direct leadership of the AllChina Federation of Industry & Commerce. It is a national social
organization serving Chinese urban infrastructure sector and related
upstream and downstream fields. It is also a bridge between the

government and the urban infrastructure sector, and inside the
infrastructure sector.

The Chamber of Commerce has gathered a number of well-known
domestic private enterprises, such as Vanke Group, Tianjin Datong
Group, DESEA Investment Holding Group, B-Energy Holding Group,
RWY Security Service Group, Tianhuan Construction Group, HNAC
Technology, Shandong Keda group, Minsheng Energy Group, Hebei
Construction, ISSTECH, etc. The members mainly focus on
infrastructure industry and upstream and downstream related
industries,

mainly

covering

three

categories:

traditional

infrastructure, municipal public utilities and urban supporting
facilities. Their businesses cover the whole industrial chain of urban
infrastructure

planning,

consulting,

design,

investment

and

development, construction, operation management and third-party
intermediary services.

Appendix: Profile of Ms Zhou Li

Ms Zhou Li is the joint initiator of Sino Finnish “Happy Sports China
Plan”, the Chief Strategic Partner of Lappset Group, and the
Founder / President of DAO Pureland. She took creating happiness
and health as her mission and proactively responded to the national
initiative of Belt and Road. She joined hands with sporting nation
Finland and launched the “Happy Sports China Plan”. She tried to

integrate and work with international brands and innovative
enterprises in sports for all, sports play and sports creativity from
Finland so as to provide innovative solutions for realizing the Great
Healthy China strategy and national fitness. In 2017, the “Happy
Sports China Plan” was awarded the “Best Practice of Sino-Finnish
Cooperation” by Team Finland. In 2018, DAO Pureland became one
of the first 17 “Council Members of China-Finland Committee for
Innovative Business Cooperation” formed by top leaders of China
and Finland. In June 2021, on behalf of Lappset Group she officially
became a member of the Finnish Business Council Beijing.

